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encing of four or even more FM digital tone generators.
-1 capability.
ty permits modification of recorded tracks.
panual punch-in recording.
ty permits sequential playback of banks with tempo, transpose, track and MIDI ies.

1sidling system permits use of floppy disk or cassette tape for storage and retrievalsia.
ise compatible for exceptionally easy, fast operation.
II advantage of the many versatile features of this software package, we urge youal thoroughly to familiarize yourself with the MIDI Recorder before use. Also, keepso it can be referred to wheneverneeded.
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•-7 Single CartridgeAdaptor CA-01

JOYSTICK 1

MIDI Recorder(YRM-301)

,1 s
Mouse

it
Floppy DiskDrive (FD-05)

Recorder Cartridge IS. plugged into the top slot of a CX5K/1. You should feel the) the internal connector as you press it from the top. Note that the cartridge WILL/AY! If the cartridge simply stops and does not seem to seat properly when plugged/ inserting it the other way around. Also NEVER ATTEMPT TO PLUG IN THE CAR-COMPUTER POWER IS ON!!! Always insert the cartridge with the power OFF.

11

Floppy Disk Drive

CX5M

With the CX5M a CA-01 Rear Slot Adaptor must be fitted to the rear slot as per the instructions suppliedwith the adaptor. The FID-05 interface can then be plugged directly into the rear slot adaptor.

Fig. 3 Connection of the Floppy Disk Drive

First, insert the floppy disk drive interface or the cartridge intothe adaptor, then insert the assembly into the rear slot.

Single Cartridge Adaptor CA-01

3

r:-- F l o p p y  Disk Drive Interface



II vary according to the particular model of your CX computer and the type of inputElo monitor or TV. Refer to your computer manual for video connections.

Audio OutMIDI THRUTX7 MIDI IN

Audio
MIDI THRU OutMusic Computer TX7- MIDI Recorder MIDI IN

MIDI M I D I AudioIN O U T MIDI THRU OutTX7 MIDI IN

1naha mouse is highly recommended — although not essential — for the easiestRecorder. The Mouse must be connected to the JOYSTICK 1 terminal on the rightriputer. Refer to the Mouse instruction manual for details.

7e mouse

sential accessory for the MIDI Recorder program. If you do have one, however, itaining printed records of your MIDI Recorder CHAIN programs and disk file listings.nd computer manuals for connection details.
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Mouse

This system uses a DX7 Digital Programmable Algorithm Synthesizer as the input keyboard and oneof four tone generators. The remaining three tone generators are provided by three TX7 FM Expanderunits. This system also requires the use of an audio mixer (at least 4 channels) to comoine the outputsfrom the four tone generators. The RX15 is clocked by the CX computer and is thus synchronized tothe MIDI Recorder.

Fig. 5 System Example 1
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would be an ideal match for this system. Note that since the DX21 keyboard does not output touch(velocity sensitivity) data, velocity changes can not be recorded in real time. Velocity data can beprogrammed in during the step-write process, however.

Fig. 7 System Example 3
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ons. I-or example. referring to the screen map above, use the mouse to moveRECORD mode sector (at least part of the arrow most logically the point —0 RECORD sector). Now press the left mouse button. The AUTO RECORD sectore, indicating that it is selected, and a block of parameters pertaining to the AUTOI appear at the bottom of the screen.

•vi _t_•ji led • gli r 11;1
RECORD Eari..k.' In Metrs2tioni4 1.-,1+4' • 11.11111.11... •- _ .  _ • .wasemaningslanamo1 • •  1

.3 • 1
•  • .1

4 0 ri •  1
• . _.,.i:o.,,c, recOec In ln/OU_ •lil ll'i CI 1 • Loo 0001 0130Rec out. 1:1001 -11 13' •

RECORD Mode

le AUTO RECORD sector press the left button again. The AUTO RECORD sectorilte (OFF) and the parameter block at the bottom of the screen will disappear.
le arrow into the top circle in the Re column in the central blue portion of theutton. The circle should have turned red. This indicates that you have just setode for track one. Press the left button again to "de-select" the RECORD READY
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Now move the cursor so that its tip is just below the rightmost digit of the TEMPO indicator. This time,hold down the right button while moving the mouse to the left and right. As you move to the right thevalue of the selected digit will increase, and as you move to the left it will decrease. Try the same operationwith the other digits in the TEMPO indicator, then the digits in the TIME SIGNATURE indicator. The rightbutton is thus primarily used to set numerical values.
There are a few exceptions to this pattern, and these will be noted as we look at the specific functionsto which they apply.

Using the Computer Keyboard
Mouse-Equivalent Keys
Although the Mouse is generally recommended for operation of the MIDI Recorder, all functions canbe carried out directly from the computer keyboard. There are also a very few functions for whichkeyboard entry is the easiest and most appropriate method.
When using the keyboard, the cursor keys (the right, left, up and down arrow keys) are used to positionthe red cursor arrow on the screen. The SELEZT1 key in the block of keys above the cursor keys isequivalent to the left mouse button. To test this. use the cursor keys to move the arrow to the AUTORECORD mode sector (at least part of the arrow most logically the point must be inside the AUTORECORD sector). Now press the I SELECTI key. The AUTO RECORD sector should have turned blue,indicating that it is selected, and a block of parameters pertaining to the AUTO RECORD mode shouldappear at the bottom of the screen.

— 13 —
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- I -  -,ase its value. Try the same operation with the other digits in the TEMPO indicator,FIME SIGNATURE indicator.
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'SELECT= left button of the mouse)

1RETURNJ

Cursor Keys(= moving the mouse)

'SELECT'

F>

KeyKey)

"specialized" key functions which should be noted:

Key

<— II --*1

Kl\---A-E-1 and 'DEL' Keys(= moving the mouse whileholding its right button)

, and

keys correspond to the RECORD MODE, PLAY/RECORD, REWIND. FASTsectors on the screen (note how closely these resemble the controls on any?r). These keys can be _used to activate the corresponding functions, as can the

* STOP Key

STOP

Fig. 13 Special keys

to Numeric Keys 1 —
These keys can be used to directly select the available note length values during the step write mode.
All these functions will be mentioned in context later in the manual.

The 'STOP key can be used to cancel a track that is being recorded. If you stop recording using eitherthe mouse or the I F5 key, what you have recorded till that point will be saved. By pressing thekey, however, the material currently being recorded will be ignored. This is like a "never mind"function handy if you make an error during a punch-in operation.
7

Play F a s tRecord /Record Rewind Forward Stop41
— T- 1 f r2 -  M

@2
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upper-right corner of the screen. hunctionwindow ' "'t Select the function (its name appears in reversed color).
RETURN' or !SELECT! Press the LEFT button of the mouse.

(A) If the Sure? (RET/ESC) message appears, confirm or cancel.
'RETURN] to confirm Press the LEFT button again to confirm.To cancel, use the keyboard.ESC] to cancel

Setting notelength andother symbols* StepWriteRecordingonly* See alsotable below

(1'; Move the arrow-mark cursor to one of the music symbol located in thestep write recording window.I 1, r-1, and FITI(Cursor Keys) Move the mouse across a level surfaceWITHOUT pressing any button.
(4 Select a music symbol (its background turns to blue).
RETURN' or 'SELECT] Press the LEFT button of the mouse.
* One note length is always selected. Selecting a note length automaticallyde-selects the previously selected note length.* Symbols other than note length symbols are de-selected in the same waythey are selected.* Triplet symbol is automatically selected when the 64th note symbol isselected.

Correctingor movinga note* Editwindow

if Locate the signal dash of the note by moving the arrow-mark cursorover the edition area.
L.,--1 and 1—.1(Cursor Keys) Move the mouse across a level surfaceWITHOUT pressing any button.
(i) Select the note to be modified or moved.
RETURN 1 or SELECT! Press the LEFT button of the mouse.
* If there are more than one note at the same location. repeat step 2 untilthe parameters of the desired note are displayed in blue color.* To alter the note, refer to the above entry "Changing varioussettings".* To move the note, follow steps T and (4 to locate its KEY ON signaldash, then see step () below.
(4) Move the KEY ON signal of the note.
HOME! (to the left) Move the mouse to the left or to the right whilepressing its RIGHT button. Do not start movingbefore pressing the button.1DEL 1 (to the right)

(Cursor Keys)

Move the mouse across a level surfaceWITHOUT pressing any button.MAI, I-1, and 1—(Cursor Keys)
(?) Activate the icon (its color will turn blue).

Press the LEFT button of the mouse.IRE [URN' or SELECT!
* A large icon is automatically de-selected when you select another one.
(I) Move the arrow-mark cursor to one of the small icons located at theupper-left corner of the screen.

Move the mouse across a level surfaceWITHOUT pressing any button.0], H. I,- I, and 1—(Cursor Keys)
C4 Activate the icon (its color will turn blue).

Press the LEFT button of the mouse.[BETURNI or ISELECTI
* A small icon is automatically de-selected when you select another one ORwhen you repeat step (4. with the cursor on the selected icon.* Selection of second and third icon is possible only if a red circle appearsfront to one track number in the Re column.
(1) Move the arrow-mark cursor to one of the small icons located at thelower-right corner of the screen.
1, M, 14-1, and 1—.1(Cursor Keys) Move the mouse across a level surfaceWITHOUT pressing any button.
© Activate the icon (the color of the symbol will change or the symbol willstart flashing).

Press the LEFT button of the mouse.
* Recording mode can be selected only in Record page and when a redcircle appears front to a track number in the Re column.
(D Move the arrow-mark cursor to the data to be set.

Move the mouse across a level surfaceWITHOUT pressing any button.[0, II, 14-1, and t—d(Cursor Keys)
(--_'), If the data is a numerical parameter, set its value.
'HOME1 to decrease!DELI to increase Move the mouse to the left (to decrease) or to theright (to increase) WHILE pressing the RIGHTbutton.
* Some parameters may be set by changing one digit at the time.
(4 If the data corresponds to a two-state feature (ON/OFF and the like),select the option

Press the LEFT button of the mouse.'RETURN' or !SELECT'

— 16 — — 17 —



18

* Allows for direct selection of the music symbols inthe step write Recording window.* See the same entry in the table above.
1 — 0:Numeric Keys)and I—I

* Playback will start from the beginning of the track.Space Bar
* The new data are ignored. In a punch-in operation,the old data are not erased.STOP]

ESCI * Pressing the IESCI key after a special display wasselected in the lower-left window will cause thenormal Record page to re-appear.* See also the "Selecting a function entry in theabove table.
* To abort printing and cassette recorder operation.ICTRLI H- ISTOP1

Consider the following system:

Fig. 14 System example
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This system is capable of recording music data from the DX7 keyboard, and playing it back via the fourtone generators comprised of the one contained in the DX7 and one in each of the three TX7 units.Note, however, that only a single MIDI cable carries the MIDI OUT signal from the computer to all fourtone generators. The MIDI OUT from the computer feeds the MIDI IN of the DX7, the MIDI THRU of theDX7 (which simply retransmits anything received at the MIDI IN terminal) then transmits the same dataOut to the MIDI IN of the first TX7, the MIDI THRU terminal of the first TX7 then transmits the same dataon to the MIDI IN of the second TX7, and so on. This type of setup is possible because each tonegenerator can be set to receive on a different MIDI channel (16 channels are available), and will ONLYplay back data which is received on the channel to which it is assigned. Naturally, each of the four



MIDI Channel Settings

rightmost column of the central blue track functions block are the MIDInnels tor the corresponding track (thus the Mch heading). Any of the 16 availableselected for each track (1 —16), as well as a special M or Multi mode. We'll discussFor recording, the MIDI channel number of the track to be recorded must matchmber on which the input keyboard is transmitting. In the case of the system de-X7 ONLY transmits on MIDI channel 1, so the MIDI channel of the track to be re-;et to 1. For playback, any other MIDI channel may be selected. In the above system,d set the DX7 to receive on channel 1, and the three TX7 units to receive on channelsId record all four tracks on channel 1, and then switch to the MIDI channel cor-sired tone generator's receive channel for playback. Each tone generator will only1 the MIDI channel to which it is assigned. If you use a DX21 or DX5, in which anyels can be selected for transmission, you can simply leave the MIDI Recorder MIDIs set to 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the corresponding tracks, and switch the transmittingDs pondi ng transmission channel when recording each new track.

for any track is selected — an M appears in the MIDI channel sector rather thanthe MIDI Recorder automatically records the channel number on which the musiccombines it with the music information. In this mode, the selected track will thusIIDI channel. This makes it possible to mix tracks which were recorded via differentsingle track, and still keep the different voices independent on playback. Trackising a "MIX" function which will be described later. The MIX function allows, for

— 20 —

so on, just as if the tracks were still separate. Note however that this is only possible with an inputkeyboard that can be set to transmit on different MIDI channels (DX21, DX5, DX1 or KX88).

— 21 —
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-npo 120
/
ME1 DEL
) 121

the tempo. The FHT)FAI-I key decreases the tempo. With a mouse, hold themove the mouse right or left to increase or decrease tempo respectively. The•0 — 200 quarter notes per minute. When the power is first turned on, the tempo

ot memorized by the MIDI recorder, and must always be set, both for recordchange the tempo while recording, or record at a slow tempo then playback;jer performance of complex or rapid passages.

in the white Tempo block, under the first time signature number (the numeratorf beats per bar).

FHOME113

4/4f*r
/
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DEL
5

Tempo 120
/

1-1-0ME1 DELI
110  1 30

Fig. 18 Beat Length

The possible denominator values are 2. 4, 8 and 16 (indicating half notes through sixteenth notes).However, the value of the denominator must not be smaller than two thirds of the numerator value.When the power is first turned on, the time signature will be set to 4/4.
Metronome ON/OFF

'
A metronome signal is incorporated into the MIDI Recorder. When the power is first turned on, themetronome will be turned OFF. To turn it ON, position the cursor over the word OFF and pressSELECT or RETURN (or the left mouse button). OFF will be replaced by ON. Switching the me-tronome off is done in the same manner.
Fig. 19 Metronome ON/OFF

4/4

N[OME] ' D E C

8

Metronome Off
RETURN

Metronome On
When you enter the record or playback mode, the metronome will produce an audible click, with a highnote on the first beat of each bar. The metronome signal is output via the CX computer's video/audiooutput cable. Monitor the metronome via your video monitor's audio circuit, or via a mixer or amplifier.

— 25 —
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he track you have selected should be set to the same MIDI Channel that your_)g on. Simply position the cursor in the appropriate MIDI Channel sector, andlumber using the 'HOME' and 'DEL keys (or press the right mouse button andtays). With a DX7, this should be Channel 1, as this keyboard always transmits1.

•Li12 3  4

l• tracks, which can be thought of in exactly the same way as a 4 track tape deck.Dri one track at a time. To select a track for record, position the cursor in theREADY sector, and press SELECT or 'RETURN (or the left mouse button).of the sector will turn red, indicating that the track is now ready to record onto.

yback Procedure
ecording will NOT be permanent until you have saved the data on floppy diskLing can be carried out, and you can playback, edit, copy, or assemble a chain,)ST as soon as the computer is turned off, unless you save it as described later

assumes a simple setup whereby a MIDI keyboard such as a DX7 is used forplayback. Its MIDI OUT terminal should be connected to the MIDI IN of theld vice versa.

Put the MIDI Recorder into the record mode by pressing Fl (or positioning the cursor in the RECORDMODE sector and pressing the left mouse button). The spot in the center of the RECORD MODE sectorwill turn red, indicating that the MIDI Recorder is now set to record on the selected track.

Fig. 22 RECORD MODE sector

MIDI M I D IIN O U T

To start recording, press tE2 (or position the cursor over the PLAY/RECORD sector and press the leftmouse button). The MIDI Recorder gives you a 2 bar count-in, indicated aurally by the metronome,and visually by the BEAT INDICATOR.
After 2 bars, you can start playing, and your performance will be recorded. The MEASURE COUNTERand CLOCK COUNTER will start, and the VELOCITY INDICATOR on the selected track will behave likea level Meter, indicating the level (key velocity) of your performance. During the recording, the CURRENTLOCATION POINTER will move slowly to the right, and the FREE BYTE indicator will start to count down,as data is entered and bytes are used up.

MIDI M I D IOUT I N

DX7

— 27 —



nat your performance isn t wortn Keeping, pressing tnel S I UliKey will stop meexcept that your performance will be erased, and you can go back to the beginningscribed below.

)ording simply by pressing the space bar. You may first want to turn off the me-)usly described (or simply turn down the metronome level on your mixer or monitor)./ times as you like, simply by pressing the spac'e bar again. You can change theefore playback commences (see the previous description of tempo setting) or evenknd you can change the program on your DX7, to see how the performance soundss.
rformance. Press Ell to reactivate the Record Mode, (or position the cursor in)E sector and press the left mouse button) then press the space bar, to start re-Deginning without needing to "rewind"; again, with a 2-bar count in.
her track. If you're satisfied with your first "take", no need to "rewind"; simplya the RECORD READY sector of another track, and press ISELECTI (or the leftirst track will be out of the Record Ready mode, and the new track will be in thede (as indicated by its red RECORD READY spot).
'ate the Record Mode, then commence recording by pressing the space bar (and)ar count in!). You'll be able to hear your original track as you add the new one.by pressing F5 , as before.
Du playback, you'll hear your two tracks played back through your DX7 — bothe. of course. You can continue to record on other tracks, until you've used up
Dur recording (see the PUNCH IN/OUT RECORD section).

- Further Possibilities.
ny Selected Point

)r and press the left mouse key).

— 28 —

[ck in the middle of a Oece (by pressing 1F51, or the left Mouse button with thesector) and play on from there by pressing F2 (or move the cursor to the
ick from any selected point by using the 1E3 and IF41 keys to "rewind" or "fast, until the MEASURE COUNTER and CLOCK COUNTER show your desired setting,art playback. To locate a point using the mouse. move the cursor to the REWINDsector, and hold down the left mouse button until you reach the desired point.

TOU Carl playUdUK SeleUleU traUKS, Uy tUrning play0aCK selectors. 1-'0SITIOn trie cursor in tnePLAYBACK SECTOR of the track you do NOT wish to hear. Press 'SELECT] or the left mouse button,to turn OFF the track. The blue spot in the center of the PLAYBACK SECTOR will turn white, indicatingthat the track will not playback. The music data, however, is still recorded, and at any time you can turnthe track ON again for playback (in the same manner as you turned it OFF). When the computer is firstturned ON, all 4 tracks are turned ON for playback.
111 Transposed Playback
You can playback the recording transposed up or down as much as an octave, in the following manner.Position the cursor over the number to the right of Tr (the transpose indicator) at the bottom of thescreen. Use the HOME and DEL keys to lower or raise the pitch respectively, in semitone steps.With a mouse, hold the right mouse key and move the mouse left or right. to perform the same functions.The transpose indicator number will indicate the amount of transpose up or down (plus or minus) upto the maximum of 12 semitones (1 octave).
When you playback the track, it will be transposed by the selected amount, but the recorded data willremain at the original pitch, which can be resumed simply by resetting the transpose indicator to zero.
When you turn the computer on, the transpose indicator will read zero.

Voice Changes
The MIDI Recorder will accept voice changes. Note, however, that when the recording is played back,it will begin with the LAST voice the keyboard was set to, because the recording does not contain anyvoice command at the beginning of the track. One way around this is to have a one measure rest atthe start of your performance, during which you press the voice key, thus recording a voice commandwhich will switch the keyboard to the correct voice for the start of the piece. It is also possible to entera voice change command (simply press the appropriate voice selector on the recording keyboard)during the 2-bar count-in prior to recording.
When using a basic single keyboard setup, you can even record a track with no voice changes, thenrecord another track which contains only voice changes. On playback these voice changes will operate,and as they are separate from the music track, they can of course be changed by re-recording at anytime.
When using more than one keyboard (for example, with each track controlling a TX7 module) the aboveprocedure can be followed by mixing the music track and voice change track together onto a singletrack. This is described in the TRACK FUNCTIONS chapter.

— 29 —
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Ito Record feature, this allows you to correct any part of a recording (any selected-es) by inserting new data, as follows:
d display, and select the Rec In and Rec Out points. Exit the Auto Record display,In/Out Record mode by selecting a track for record FIRST, then move the cursor)CATION BLOCK, and press SELECT (or left mouse button). Loc will be replacede PUNCH IN/OUT RECORD SECTOR on the selected track will turn green, in-1-) In/Out Record mode is active. Press I F2I, or use the Mouse with theto start recording. There will be no 2 bar count in the measure count startstill be able to hear the pre-recorded track. At the pre-selected Punch In point,le original recording, indicating that the track is being "erased" and you canIQ playing). Recording will cease at the pre-selected Rec Out point. You can11, and you will hear your performance with the corrected passage inserted into

lecord In and Out points (Stop and Start Record points, indicated as measureg the cursor under any digit of the Rec In or Rec Out indicators, and using thevs to set the value of that digit. With the mouse, press the right mouse buttonft or right, to decrease or increase the value, respectively.
le Auto Record display, by setting the cursor over the AUTO RECORD SELECTORor the left mouse key. The AUTO RECORD SELECTOR will turn white, and the-een will revert to its normal display.
ecord mode, move the cursor to the word Loc in the LOCATION BLOCK, andmouse button). Luc will be replaced by A.R. (in red) indicating that the AutoSelect a track for recording, as previously described, and press F2I, or use theRECORD sector, to start recording. There will be no 2 bar count in when using3ure count starts immediately.
e RECORD MODE sector — this will turn red when we reach the pre-selectedding will start there, and stop automatically at the pre-selected Rec Out point.arried out as usual.

9rd

Multi-Track Recording and Playback
We'll now assume the following setup, which includes a DX7 synthesizer and three TX7 Tone Generators,enabling you to have a separate voice for each track of the MIDI Recorder. In this way, true multi-trackrecording is possible. The sound is monitored through a mixer capable of accepting the four soundoutputs as well as the metronome signal of the MIDI Recorder.

Fig, 24 System example for this section

Music Computer+ MIDI Recorder

MIDI M I D I
IN O U T

MIDI M I D I
OUT I N

DX7

TX7

TX7

TX7
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AIDI Channel 1 (this is automatically done when the computer is turned on).
IIDI Channels 2, 3 and 4 respectively. We'll refer to these as TX7-2, TX7-3 and TX7-4
2, as normal.
t track 2 to MIDI Channel 2, and select the required voice on TX7-2.
3, as normal, while listening to track 2.
t track 3 to MIDI Channel 3, and select the required voice on TX7-3.
4, as normal, while listening to tracks 2 and 3.
t track 4 to MIDI Channel 4, and select the required voice on TX7-4.
1 as normal, while listening to tracks 2, 3 and 4.
< as normal. Track 1 will play back through the DX7.
)rocedure involves recording all data via MIDI Channel 1 using one MIDI devicehing the MIDI Channel of each track, as it is recorded, so that it can play backI device (a TX7). The idea of recording on tracks 2, 3, 4 then 1 is chosen only sonice neat arrangement: track 1 controlling the DX7 (on MIDI Channel 1) and tracksthe 3 TX7's (on MIDI Channels 2, 3 and 4 respectively).

eyboard that can transmit on any MIDI Channel (for example, a DX21) a differentilti-track recording procedure is possible.
1" function, which enables you to actually record the MIDI Channel number along'o activate the "M" function, move the cursor to the MIDI Channel sector of a track,(or the left mouse key). m will appear in the MIDI Chanel sector, indicating thatctivated.
)rd a track in the normal way, the MIDI Channel number that the keyboard is)e recorded along with the music data. The track will "remember" this number,cording only on that MIDI channel. Our 4- track recording procedure would go
A.
ansmit on MIDI channel 2, and the TX7's to MIDI Channels 2, 3 and 4 respectively.;e as TX7-2, TX7-3 and TX7-4 respectively.
7 as normal.
ck 2 remains set to "M". You just need to select the required voice on TX7-2.
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9) Set the DX21 to transmit on channel 1 and record on track 1 as normal, while listening to tracks2, 3 and 4.
10) Finally, play back as normal. Set the DX21 to receive on channel 1 so that track 1 will play backthrough the DX21.
The idea of recording on tracks 2, 3, 4 then 1 is chosen only so that we end up with a nice neat ar-rangement: track 1 controlling the DX21 (on MIDI Channel 1) and tracks 2, 3 and 4 controlling the 3TX7's (on MIDI Channels 2, 3 and 4 respectively).
The beauty of having each track with its own MIDI number is that we can actually mix tracks togetheronto a single track, and retain these individual MIDI numbers, so that data stored on a single trackcan control several MIDI instruments, each with different voices. You could mix 3 tracks onto a 4th trackin the same bank, then continue to record on the newly-available three tracks (just like "ping-ponging"on a 4 track tape deck). You can even fill all 4 tracks and mix them onto a track in a different bank.
Track mixing is done two tracks at a time, and is fully explained in the TRACK FUNCTIONS chapter.
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LECTOR will turn blue, and the lower lett portion or the screen will snow Me step

:play

I)
ripou e  od yGate

Display and Corresponding Computer Keys
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080
- Note length andother symbols

Velocity
— Gate time

ay permits selection of note lengths from whole note to 96th notes, as well as dottedand tied notes. The computer keys corresponding to these functions are shown

3 %5 7/ \ 8 I LOJ

au want to select a quarter note, press the J key. The blue cursor will move to the)1 on the screen.
of selecting note lengths is to move the red cursor to a note length symbol, andith a mouse, you position the cursor over the desired note length symbol and press
n.
select the 64th note, you will actually get a 96th note. The MIDI Recorder recordsments of time called "clocks", that are equivalent to a 96th of a whole note. As)f 96, it cannot be recorded. A 64th note triplet is a 96th note, so when you selectplet symbol will also be lit.

subsequent notes will be dotted. It is not possible to select a dotted S2110 note (man or a iztici note isa 64th note, and therefore impossible to enter).

Triplets
A triplet note has a value that is two-thirds of its standard value. To select a triplet note, first select thebasic note length, then press the E key. Or move the cursor to the triplet symbol and press'SELECT (or the left mouse button). A blue cursor will appear over the dot symbol, in addition to theone over the basic note length symbol.
Be sure to turn off the triplet function after entering your note, or all subsequent notes will be triplets.

Rests
Rests, or silences, are entered by simply selecting the length of the rest as you would for a note, thenpressing the 0 key. Or move the cursor to the rest symbol and press SELECIll (or the left mousebutton). A blue cursor will appear over the rest symbol, in addition to the one over the note length symbol.Then hit any key on the MIDI keyboard to enter the rest.
Be sure to turn off the rest function (in the same way you turned it on) after entering your rest, or allsubsequent pressings of keys on the MIDI keyboard will produce rests instead of notes, even thoughyou will hear the notes as you press the keys.
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Tied Notes
Tied notes are long notes or odd-length notes produced by combining two or more notes of the samepitch. This is carried out as follows: enter the first part of the note in the normal manner. Then selectthe length of the next part of the note, and press the key. Or move the cursor to the tie symbol andpress 'SELECT' (or the left mouse button). A blue cursor will appear over the tie symbol, in additionto the one over the note length symbol. Then hit any key on the MIDI keyboard to enter the tied note,which will of course have the same pitch as the original note. Subsequent pressings of any key on theMIDI keyboard will enter further tied notes.
Be sure to turn off the tie function (in the same way you turned it on) after entering your tied note, orall subsequent pressings of keys on the MIDI keyboard will produce more tied notes at the same pitchas the original note, even though you may hear other pitches as you press the keys.



(/Dynamic Markings
InputVelocity DynamicMarking Level
8 ppp Very Weak

Symbol
24 pp

J
40 lo Weak
56 mp Moderately Weak
72 mf Moderately Strong
88 f Strong
104 ff

48 24 12

Very Strong120 fff

Note LengthSymbol ,, i J .J) il
Number otClocks 96 48 24 12 6 3 1

ity by  positioning the cursor over the input velocity number (it doesn't matter whichIOMEI and DEL keys (or press the right mouse button and move the mouse leftor increase the value, respectively. Note that this value will remain until you change

) the length of time a note is held down, as a percentage of the overall note length,at 80%, which gives a natural-sounding gap between notes. This could also bee between the KEY ON and KEY OFF signals. The available range is 1 — 100%.
es often have a very short gate length, if they have a sustain programmed in whichI continue even after the key is released. Most orchestral voices, for example strings,held down for most of the note length, and voices which have a sharp attack andorgan) sound exactly for the amount of time the key is held down, and thereforeat 100%.
e length will produce a sharp, staccato effect, and a longer gate length will produceact.
h by positioning the cursor over the gate length number (it doesn't matter whichtOME and IDEL keys (or press the right mouse button and move the mouse leftor increase the value, respectively. Note that this value will remain until you change

OT me note, as TOHOWS:

Table 2 Note Lengths/Clocks

As you continue to enter notes, the MEASURE COUNTER will also start to count forward.

Playback
To play back your recording, exit the Step Write mode by positioning the cursor over the STEP WRITESELECTOR, and press FEL-FC—T1 (or the left mouse button). The selector will turn white, and you canplay back from the beginning of your piece by pressing the space bar. Other playback options areidentical to those in the Real Time Record mode.

Further Step Write Recording
If you wish to add more data to a recorded track using the Step Write mode (whether the track wasrecorded in the Step Write or the Real Time mode) entering the Step Write mode will automatically locatethe end of the recording, as indicated by the MEASURE COUNTER and CLOCK COUNTER. You cannow input more notes. chords, or rests as desired.
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Track
Bank 1 2 3 4

1 11 12 13 14
2 21 22 23 24
3 31 32 33 34
4 41 42 43 44

ls use the following method of track numbering:

e as follows:

the data recorded on two tracks, to another track in the same bank, or even in
le tracks to be mixed by moving the cursor to the first two numbers on the MIX-OME and rDELI keys to decrease or increase the track numbers (with a mouse,and move the mouse left or right). Enter the destination track number (the third) in the same manner.
word kuY and press 'SELECT' (or the left mouse button). The word M!y. will)lack, and the messageS!ire? (,AFT/ESC) will appear at the bottom of the screen.to cancel the mix function, if the destination track contains material that youncel the mix function by pressing
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I ESCI
\A (or the left mouse button). The 1,rr,? (RF-TiF0) message will disappear,een carried out (which will take a few seconds, depending on the length of theill resume its former color.
Icks onto one track by mixing two at a time (for example, to mix all four tracksof bank 2, mix 11 and 12 to 21, 13 and 14 to 22, then 21 and 22 to 23).

Track 1

Track 2

Track 3

To copy, press 'RETURN (or the left mouse button). The Sure? (RET/ESC; message will disappear,and after the copy function has been carried out (which will take a few seconds, depending on the lengthof the track) the word Cop,) will resume its former color.
You can actually copy onto a track containing material, and the new data will be added onto the endof the existing data. This can be useful if you wish to repeat the same passage, by carrying out the

Enter the number of the track to be copied by moving the cursor to the first number on the COPY displayand using the 'HOME' and IDELI keys to decrease or increase the track number (with a mouse, pressthe right button and move the mouse left or right). Enter the destination track number (the secondnumber on the display) in the same manner.

be Mixed T r a c k

MIX

Ft'opy
This allows you to copy the data recorded on a track, to another track in the same bank, or even inanother bank.

Move the cursor to the word Copy and press 'SELECT' (or the left mouse button). The word Copy willreverse out to white on black, and the messageSuc,)? (RET/ESC' will appear at the bottom of the screen.This gives you chance to cancel the copy function, if the destination track already contains material.To cancel the copy function, press 'ESC'
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1

)n

.lete (clear all data from) a track.
the track to be deleted by moving the cursOr to the number on the DELETE displayE and DELI keys to decrease or increase the track number (with a mouse, pressmove the mouse left or right).
he word Delete and press [SELECT] (or the left mouse button). The word Deletelite on black, and the message Sure? (RET/ESC) will appear at the bottom of theDu chance to cancel the delete function, if the selected track contains material)se. To cancel the delete function, press

Copt,'

Delete
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1Tracks to Destinationbe Copied Track

Cop,'

I ESC
TURN (or the left mouse button). The Sure? (RET/ESC) message will disappear,'unction has been carried out (which will take a very short time, depending on thehe word Delete will resume its former color.

11
1Track tobe Deleted

Fig. 31 Quantize Function (to 8th Note)

Original performance
data

Performance dataafter correction

Fig. 32 Quantize Display

Note that if you quantize a complex and rapid melody, several notes may be quantized to the samequantize unit, resulting in chords. If this is not desirable, you can always quantize the original trackagain, using a shorter quantize unit.
The Quantize procedure is as follows:
1) Enter the quantize length by moving the cursor to the first number on the QUANTIZE display andusing the HOME' and 'DEL keys to decrease or increase the quantize length (with a mouse, pressthe right button and move the mouse left or right). The range is 1 through 24 (clocks).

Enter the number of the track to be quantized (the second number on the QUANTIZE display) inthe same manner. The third number indicates the track to which the quantized (corrected) datawill be transferred. This "destination track" number is entered in the same manner.

21 3 7  4 8  5 5  7 4  8 8a n t i  ze
00 1 2  2 4  3 6  4 8  6 0  7 2  8 4

Quantize12 11 -> 12
QuantizeTr a c k  to--I D e s t i n a t i o nLength b e  Quantized Track
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le word Quantize will resume its tOrMer C010r. • You can alter the length of a note.
• You can delete a note.

Edit Point Location
Select the track you wish to edit, by activating its RECORD READY sector, just as if you were going torecord on that track.

Fig. 33 Edit Display

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I  I1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
p e C3 OnVeJ.ocit'-i 068
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- Key ON

Key OFF

illPositioning the cursor on the note1 J-- - dash allows you to edit the note.

Note Name
Velocity

Call the Edit mode by positioning the cursor on the EDIT SELECTOR and pressing 'SELECT (or theleft mouse button). The EDIT SELECTOR will turn blue, and the Edit Display will appear in the lower leftportion of the screen.

The "note display" located in the upper section of the edit display shows, in the form of vertical "notedashes", the KEY ON and KEY OFF signals for each note. The upper row of dashes indicate KEY ONsignals, and the lower row indicates KEY OFF signals. The length of time covered by the note displayis 20 sixteenth notes, or 1 1/4 measures of 414 time, starting from the location indicate on the LOCATIONBLOCK. The scale at the top of the note display indicates quarter notes (large divisions) and sixteenthnotes (small divisions). Measures containing move than 120 clocks (e, g, 6/4, 12/8) can not be shownin their entirety on the edit display.



C3 On
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Cursor Next to Key OFFNote DashNote Name in Red

•ough" your recording, using the I F31 and   keys (the ''rewind" and "fastely). The LOCATION BLOCK will always display the current location, in mea-a mouse, you can change location by moving the cursor to the MEASUREthe mouse left or right while holding down the right mouse button, to movethrough the track, respectively.
you wish to alter. place the cursor in the note display and move it left and right'ow keys. Each time the cursor passes a note dash, the cursor will pause briefly,edit display (the note data panel) will indicate, in red, the note name (key code),dicates a KEY ON or KEY OFF signal. When you reach the required note, releasenote name will remain on the note data panel. The note names cover the fullll flat or sharp notes will be shown as sharps (e.g., E flat will be shown as Dkeys in the minus octaves (e.g. D # -2) will be shown simply as a minus pitch

Ke Code C3 On-Ve ocittA 06R - tNote Name in BLUEKey Velocity

Location of Notes in a Chord
A chord will appear on the note display as with a single dash, as if it were a single note. This also appliesto any group of signals that occur simultaneously, be they KEY ON, KEY OFF, or a combination of both.
To find a note within a chord, carry out the normal note location procedure. When you finally pressthe [SELECT' key to activate the note for editing, one of the notes in the chord will appear. Repeatedpressing of the LEI_ ECT I key will call up the other notes of the chord, one at a time, and their notenames and velocity numbers will be displayed. When all notes have been displayed, the next pressingof the SELECT key will make the note data panel go blank. Further pressing of the LS_ELECT keywill restart display of the notes. Press the [SELECT key until the desired note is displayed in blue, in-dicating that it is ready for editing.
With a mouse, locate the dash corresponding to a chord, and continue to hold down the left mousebutton. The data relating to each note within the chord will be displayed, one note at a time. until thelast note has been displayed, at which point the note data panel will go blank. If you continue to holddown the left mouse key, the display of note data will begin again.
Release the left mouse key when you see the note you wish to alter. This note will now be available forediting.
Once you have located a note, and its data is shown in blue on the note data panel, the following fourediting operations may be carried out.

Pitch Change
To change the pitch of your selected note, make sure you have located its KEY ON signal. The KEYOFF signal does NOT contain pitch data.

Level Change
To change the level of your selected note, make sure you have located its KEY ON signal. The KEYOFF signal does NOT contain level (velocity) data.
Position the cursor over the velocity display, and use the HOME' and DELI keys to lower or raise thevelocity value, respectively. With a mouse, hold down the right mouse button and move the mouse leftor right. The new value will be entered, and displayed on the note data panel. The total available rangeof velocity values is 001 to 127.
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Position the cursor over the Key Code display, and use the HOME and I DELI keys to lower or raisethe pitch. respectively. With a mouse, hold down the right mouse button and move the mouse left orright. The new pitch will be entered, and displayed on the note data panel. The total available rangeof pitches is C-2 to G8 a range of over ten octaves.
When you have changed the pitch of a note, its KEY OFF signal will also indicate the new pitch.



move the note by one dock (a 96th note). Holding down one of these keys willJously. The note dash will move on the screen, while the cursor remains in itscan use the scale at the top of the note display as a guide: each large divisionote; each small division represents a 16th note.
Iwn the right mouse button and move the mouse left or right. The note dash willction as the mouse. Be careful not too move the mouse even slightly, prior toin, or you will "lose" the note dash and have to locate it again.
fly be moved as far as the next note dash, without altering neighboring notes.lash further, it will "gather up" any note dashes it encounters, and move themlies to both KEY ON and KEY OFF signals). This could create chords whichdisplay, so be careful when moving notes.
)cate any note dash to its original position if desired, even if it has been positioned-d.

e
a note, you simply relocate its KEY OFF signal, in exactly the same way describedAgain, the note dash corresponding to the KEY OFF signal can only be moveddash without altering neighboring notes.

? its KEY ON note dash, and providing its note data is displayed in blue, indicatinging, press IBSI to delete the note. Both the KEY ON and KEY OFF note dashes? note display.
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IVIILJI instruments. Ire entire chain may be played back automatically up to 9 times.
To enter the chain mode, position the cursor over the CHAIN DISPLAY selector. and press 1a-a—C-T1(or the left mouse button). The CHAIN DISPLAY selector will turn blue, and the CHAIN DISPLAY willappear on the screen, completely replacing the RECORD/PLAY display. You can now enter the datarelating to part 1 of the chain.

Fig. 36 Chain Display

Track Selection

(.1-1A I N PLH • , tingz,!MIMI MOM INEEMOdirlignIEMINION MON1111MINEIMINEE111111111•11111111111•1•1
11111111111111111111151111111MOMMEMINIII111510111091111310111011110110111011511111411111111111.6011EGONSIVIERSINEMISIM

ISTMEMOI11111611.11111•11111EIMINIIMENIIMMEEslits11151WIEsittifflEsIEMBIEGEM

- - - - - - - - - - - -

11011.1111111111111111111111111

11,--2,1-i )22

Tempo 120 4  4
Fr 0213959 Times I 1

Loc. 00131 00131111 El
Bank Selection
To select which bank will be used as a part in the chain, position the cursor in the part 1 column, nextto the desired bank number. Press 'SELECT (or the left mouse button) and the sector next to theselected bank number will turn blue. If you change your mind and want to select another bank, simplymove the cursor to the appropriate sector and select another bank. The newly selected sector will turnblue, and the previously selected sector will revert to its original color.

Select tracks in the same way as banks, but position the cursor next to the track numbers. You can,of course, select more than one track all four tracks may be selected.
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of repeat plays a part will have, move the cursor to the repeat sector (to the rightlhen use the LITIpMEj or FDE-111 keys to decrease or increase the number of repeats,louse, hold down the right mouse button and move the mouse left or right, re-mum number of repeats is 99. Set at 1, the part will only be played once.

the chain is set as for normal playback of a bank, but you can speed up or slowto 99 quarter notes per minute. Move the cursor to the tempo sector (to the rightlen use the FLOW' or LpEL1 keys to decrease or increase the tempo, respectivelylown the right mouse button and move the mouse left or right, respectively). Setdayed at the set playback tempo.
indicated by reversing out the color of the tempo sector.

the pich of any part by up to 12 semitones (one octave). Move the cursor to thethe right of the word Trans) then use the IFINTIE1 or 1-0—ETI keys to decrease or3pectively (with a mouse, hold down the right mouse button and move the mouseely). Set at 0, the part will be played at the original pitch.
Idicated by reversing out the color of the transpose sector.
n to the next part, and enter its data. In fact, parts may be entered in any order.n change the data at any time.
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ick in the same way as tracks, though the MIDI Recorder must be in the CHAIN)layback, the top sector of each part (to the right of the word Number) will turnlayed. You can also select playback from any part in the chain. Move the cursorle selected part and press ISELECT1 (or the left mouse button). The sector willNv start playback from the selected part, in the usual way.
tain to be played back continuously up to 9 times. Move  the cursor to the bluethe word Times at the bottom of the screen, then use the ILIOMEI or 'DELI keysse its value, respectively (with a mouse, hold down the right mouse button andr right, respectively). Set at 1, the chain will be played only once.
an one play, the red figure to the right of the blue figure will "count down" the

UI % N W  I IO UI Id I  LE U  ItI II tJI 1011c:111y I IIU ati t ,  yctitO, fJC-41 1 t— vy I  vv •

Fig. 37 Chain Delete Example
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Th
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CHAIN DISPLAYBefore deleting part 3.Cursor over part 3.

CHAIN DISPLAYAfter deleting part 3.Cursor over part 3.Parts 4 & 5 moved toparts 3 & 4.



me selected part win oe copied into me next part on the right. All parts to the right-t will be moved one place to the right. You can now modify the part indicated by thenew part, by entering track data, bank data, etc., as previously described.

)n Example

•MtCHHIN PLHY

Tempo 120 4  / 4
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Tempo 120 4  / 4
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111111111111

41
Lao 0001 000
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CHAIN DISPLAYBefore inserting new partin part 3.Cursor over part 3.

CHAIN DISPLAYAfter pressing 'DELI key.Cursor over part 3.Part 3 copied to part 4.Part 4 moved to part 5.

Fig. 39 Part Copy Example

IIIM1101115111151111011011111111111011EIONIMINIIIIiIRMIEED111111.§1E51115111:6M111511M11151EsIM1,111177,1MIL11151 111511I51115
LailliTempo 120 4 / 4 L o c  0001 000

Fr 020959 Times 1 1 4  P •
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The insert function also can save time when assembling a chain, particularly if the parts have a lot incommon. Simply carry out the part copy operation (by pressing 1DEL ) as many times as required, thenmodify each part as needed. This can be a lot faster than entering all the data for each part.

pHAIN PLAi;!,

Tempo 120 4  / 4 Leo 0001 000

11 •_RN1111TRIMIIII*1011111E2 EglItall:1111;111DIMItlikl

i.
41111111•1111111•11=1111111•1111•1•11=111111•121,11111111111111

1114111011151641
4

11111•51115111D110111311511110111112111511KI 11101,11WINal 111151ROMIKI1111.1111111.11 O E M .

Fr 020959 Times 1

Cursor over part 3Part 3 altered to createnew part.

CHAIN DISPLAYPart 1 entered.Cursor over part 1.



ormilmusloonut 1 1 14 a* lEtwomolmemsnoinotsumpumos•lenuolNOTITAREIDIMEINUMMIBM1111511DININGEsi11115111S1151
Tempo 120 4  4 Loc., 0001 000
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(press DEL 3 times)Cursor over part 1.

CHAIN DISPLAYParts 2, 3 and 4 altered(bank select, track select,MIDI nos., no. of repeats,tempo, transpose).Cursor over part 1.

'ready occupies all 12 parts, you will need to make space for the insertion of ag a part, as previously described.

ULII. INUT 11101 UI VHA.
O Rec mode: No aft or Aft.
o Send Request:
• Printer: MSX A, MSX B, Epson A, or Epson B.

Fig. 40 The System Parameters Display

Clock InternalMIDI out NormalRec mode No a-ftSend req 0++Printer MSX A

Clock
This parameter allows selection of the MIDI Recorder's internal or an external MIDI clock for syn-chronization. Place the cursor just under the blue Internal or MIDI parameter and press the left mousebutton or the computer !SELECT key to select.
Normally, the MIDI Recorder's internal clock should be selected. In this condition the MIDI Recorderwill record and play back at the tempo determined by the setting of its own TEMPO selector, undercontrol of the internal clock. Only if the MIDI Recorder is to be synchronized to an external clock signal,sent to the computer's MIDI IN terminal, should this parameter be set to MIDI. It is possible, for example,to synchronize playback of the MIDI Recorder to an RX series Digital Rhythm Programmer by connectingthe rhythm programmer's MIDI OUT to the computer's MIDI IN terminal, Press the START button on therhythm programmer will initiate playback of the MIDI Recorder at the tempo set by the rhythmprogrammer's tempo control. Pressing the STOP button on the rhythm programmer will stop playback.

LMIDI Out
With this parameter set to the Normal mode, the MIDI Recorder will output only its own playback datavia the computer's MIDI OUT terminal. MIDI data received from the input keyboard will NOT be trans-mitted in real time from MIDI OUT. This mode is to be selected when it is not desirable to have tonegenerators other than the input keyboard's own internal generator respond to the input keyboard.
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mines whether the MIDI Recorder records or ignores keyboard after-touch sen-t the No aft mode is selected. The No atL mode is preferable in most applications[a is continuously being transmitted while a key is being played, consuming a: of MIDI Recorder memory capacity. For recording short pieces the aft mode maylonger pieces the computer's memory capacity may be exceeded, resulting in ariessage and loss of a good take.

es only to specialized Yamaha music equipment, and is not fully implementedbe Off.

ts matching the MIDI Recorder's printer output format to the type of printer usedhoices are MSX A, MSX B, Epson A or Epson B. Check with your Yamaha dealerDecific printer models apply to the above selections. The Yamaha PN-101 printermal MSX A selection.
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Fig. 41 The Filer
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This will call the file handling page.
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The three selectors at the top left of this screen select floppy disk, cassette, or memory cartridge op-eration in order from left to right (memory cartridge operation is not utlilizable with conventional MIDIRecorder files, and is not implemented at this time). The MIDI Recorder is smart enough to know whatstorage device is connected to the computer, and will automatically select that device when the filepage is called. Floppy disk operation will be selected if a floppy disk drive is connected, and cassettewill be selected if a floppy disk drive is not connected to the system. A list of available file handlingfunctions is provided to the left of the screen. The functions that appear in black are those functionsthat are operative with the currently selected device, while those in white cannot be used with the currentdevice. An underline cursor appears to the right of the selected device name at the top of the screen— file names for store and load operations are entered here using the computer's alphanumeric key-board.
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VERIFY function found in other data cassette save/load systems. It is used to checke to ensure that it has been properly recorded by the save function. After a savele cassette to the beginning of the file just saved. Place the cursor in the Load?) left mouse button or the computer SELECT key. The MIDI Recorder will ask yountion to verify the file with the (RET/L6c) message. Set the cassette playernd press the left mouse button or the computer 'RETURN' key to begin the Load?ISCI to abort. The message if the file is verified with no errors. If anJau jiro message will appear. If the latter occurs, try saving and verifying the filepersist you may have to adjust the volume level of the cassette recorder being used,jnetize the recorder's heads.

assette tape into the MIDI Recorder memory, the name of the file to be loaded mustio file name is specified the first file encountered on the tape will be loaded. Noteation will replace whatever data is in the MIDI Recorder memory with the new loadedsave any important data before loading new material. The name of the file to beified by entering it via the computer keyboard. Once the desired file name hasct the load function. The computer will ask you to confirm your intention to load? (RET/r7rN message. Make sure that the cassette tape is wound to a point beforeed, start the cassette recorder in the PLAY mode then press the computere left mouse button to load. Press the computer I ESC key to abort the load op-a message will appear in the message area while the computer searches for andlie. Once the file has been loaded the Completed message will appear for a fewassette recorder may be stopped.

LI he tile Modes
Note that at the bottom of the function list there are three selections we have not yet discussed: C)<MR,MdMac and E-seq. These functions pertaining to the handling of different types of files. For basicoperation of the MIDI Recorder the CxMR option should always be selected. The MdMac and E-seqoptions have been provided for special file types which are not fully implemented at this time. Opera-tional information will be provided when the appropriate software and equipment becomes available.

Using a Printer
Printer functions with the MIDI Recorder are limited to printing out the currently displayed screen page.To print, simply place the cursor over the PRINT selector and press the left mouse button or the computerkey. The current screen page will be sent ot the printer. Printout can be interrupted by pressingthe computerSELECT STOPIkey while holding the LCTRL1 (CONTROL) key.
Printouts of the chain page can be a useful reference. It is also possible to print out a file list from adisk in this manner, so you have a record of what files are on the disk.

Fig. 45 Printout According to the Printer Setting (A or B)
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_ An _

A floppy disk is not inserted in the floppy disk drive, or you are attemptingto use a disk which has not been formatted.
The disk in use is full and cannot accept any more data. Use a new diskor delete (kill) unwanted files to make space.
You are attempting to save when MdMac or E-sed is specified, SpecifyCXMR.
The specified file for a file operation cannot be located. Check that thefile name you are using is correct, and that the specified file is on thecurrent disk.
A floppy disk drive is not connected to the system.
A data memory cartridge is not inserted in the slot.
The date is too big to be loaded.


